Biological investigation of the platinum(II)-[*I]iodohistamine complexes of potential synergistic anti-cancer activity.
Cisplatin chemotherapy in combination with external irradiation or with low-dose continuous internal radiotherapy produces significant supra-additive treatment effects towards several tumor cells. The purpose of our research is to develop a new class of platinum-based anticancer drugs containing moieties of synergistic potency such as platinum core and a radiotherapeutic isotope which, delivered directly to the tumorous cells by a specifically designed vectors, should produce a local enhancement of therapeutic dose. Thus, we have synthesized a new platinum-iodohistamine complex and its radioactive analogues labeled with I-125 and I-131. In the present study some biological properties of those compounds have been investigated. The in vitro screening study pointed out that non-radioactive platinum-iodohistamine complex possesses high cytostatic activity against COLO-205 cells, and moderate activity against HL-60 cell line. No cytotoxicity was observed against MOLT-4 and L-1210 cells, as well as against VERO normal cells. The biodistribution of intravenously administered radioactive platinum-[131I]-iodohistamine complex to normal rats revealed the highest accumulation in the liver (c.a. 40%ID). Intraperitoneal injections of the complex to tumor-bearing C3H mice resulted in scattering of the dose in the organs (mainly in GIT, liver, kidney). The retention of radioactive complex in neoplastic tissue was 3-4 times higher than in normal muscular tissue, although exhibited the tendency to decrease with time post injection. The results of the present study show promising features of the newly developed platinum-iodohistamine complexes and justify prospective investigation of in vivo anticancer potency on animal models of solid tumors.